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Five Dysfunctions of Decision-
Making
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1.  Mass Confusion



Five Dysfunctions of Decision-
Making
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2.  Faction Fever



Five Dysfunctions of Decision-
Making
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3.  Hail to the Gut



Five Dysfunctions of Decision-
Making
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4.  Frozen by Anxiety



Five Dysfunctions of Decision-
Making
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5.  Death by Consensus





Primary Driver of Good Decision 
Making – Quality of Process
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WRAP Decision Making Process

 Widen alternatives.  Fight the tendency to define a 
set of choices too narrowly, resulting in missed options.

 Reality-test your assumptions.  Fight 
‘confirmation bias’ where a quick belief is developed about a 
situation and information is sought to bolster that belief.

 Attain distance before deciding.  Don’t allow 
short-term emotion to govern decision-making

 Prepare to be wrong.  
Don’t be overconfident
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Widen Alternatives

 Mission: To break out of a narrow 
frame and expand the set of options you 
consider

 Core Ideas: 
 Leverage resources – look outside the core 

team
 Require multiple alternatives in business 

proposals
 Multi-track – think AND not OR
 Use the ‘vanishing options’ test – what if the 

favorite option wasn’t available?
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Reality-Test Assumptions

 Mission: To fight the confirmation bias 
and ensure that, when you are 
assessing your options, you are 
gathering information that you can 
trust.

 Core Ideas: 
 Spark constructive disagreement – use a 

devil’s advocate
 Look at benchmarks and best practices.
 Talk to others with the same issue.
 Pilot/proof of concept
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Attain Distance

 Mission: To resist the disrupting 
influence of short-term emotion and 
ensure that you make a decision based 
on your core priorities

 Core Ideas:
 If you're agonizing, gather more options or 

information.
 Try 10/10/10.  
 Establish requirements upfront, along with a 

scoring method.
 Use a third party review
 Evaluate alignment to core priorities.
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Prepare to be Wrong

 Mission: To avoid being overconfident 
about the way our decisions will unfold and, 
instead, taking the opportunity to plan for 
both good and bad potential scenarios.

 Core Ideas: 
 Bookend the future.  Look at multiple 

possible future scenarios.
 Run a pre-mortem.  It’s a year from now 

and the decision failed.  Why?
 Use a safety factor.  Contingency
 Set a tripwire – trigger for making or 

reconsidering a decision
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Lead to Better Decisions

 Examining how decisions are made 
 Don't focus on decision themselves
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Decision By Consensus - Cons

 Uncomfortable expressing dissent 
with powerful and popular

 Defer to technical experts
 Pressures of conformity
 Avoid Conflict
 Conflict absence leads to faulty

decisions
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Decision By Consensus - Pros

 Co-operate in implementation of 
decision

 Outcome
 High commitment to decision
 Shared understanding for rationale 
 Fosters team work with obstacles
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Decision By Debate/Conflict

 Dissatisfied with outcome
 Disgruntled with colleagues
 Not committed to implementation
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Best of Both Worlds?

 Don't fixate on "What decision should 
I make"

 Focus on right process
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Right Process
Process Situation 1 Situation 2
Leader's Role • At all critical meetings • Deliberately absent
Role of 
Participants

• Advocates for specific
departments

• Skeptical generalists 
looking at issue in total

Group Norms • Deference to experts
• Adherence to protocol

• Minimize rank differences
• No rules of protocol

Participation/ 
Involvement

• Extreme secrecy
• Exclude outsiders

• Direct leader 
communication by all

• Involvement of outsiders 
/fresh opinions

Use of Subgroups • One group
• Same group planned 

and judged 

• Two groups equal size
• Exchange of positions w/ 

vigorous debate
Consideration of 
Alternatives

• Convergence on one
• No competing plans

• Balanced consideration
• Arguments for 2 options

Dissent • No devil's advocate • 2 devil's advocate
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Bay of Pigs Invasion

 Complete failure
 Experts advocated for invasion
 Filtered information
 Excluded officials who would dissent; 

Deferred to CIA who downplayed 
reservations

 Kennedy didn't seek unbiased experts 
 Atmosphere of assumed consensus
 Assumptions were unchallenged
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Cuban Missile Crisis

 Abandoned rules of protocol and rank deference
 Skeptical generalists
 Invited lower-level & outside experts
 Sub groups to argue two alternatives
 Confidantes played devil's advocate
 Skipped meetings to allow openness and honesty
 Presented arguments 
 Assumed responsibility for decision
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Decide How to Decide
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Communication
How do participants 
communicate?

Evaluate alternatives

Context
What is the 
environment?

Define ground rules

Control
How will leader 
control the process & 
content of decision?

Decision v mediator

Composition
Who is involved in the 
decision process?

Think outside direct 
reports

Decision 
Process



Lead to Better Decisions

 Examining how decisions are made 
 Don't focus on decision themselves
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WRAP in Practice

 Importance of quality decisions
 Get others engaged, early and often
 Friction will get the blood flowing 
 Process Improvements
 Pre-mortem 
 Role of Devil’s Advocate vs “Yes Man” or 

Woman
 Timebox decisions especially when raising 

them up
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My Personal Bay of Pigs

 PM Delivered the Project 
 Quantitative Framework
 Personal Capital Expended 
 Process Improvements
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Questions for Discussion

 Does your organization have a 
standard approach to decision 
making?

 What are some things that interfere 
with good decision making?

 How can you improve decision 
making for your project team?
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